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Abstract—It is assumed that demands of information soci-

ety could be satisfied by architecture ASON/GMPLS compre-

hended as Automatically Switched Optical Network (ASON)

with Generalized Multi-Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS)

protocols. Introduction this solution must be preceded by per-

formance evaluation to guarantee society expectations. Call

and connections times are in ASON/GMPLS architecture im-

portant for real-time applications. Practical realization is ex-

pensive and simulations models are necessary to examine

standardized propositions. This paper is devoted to the sim-

ulation results of ASON/GMPLS architecture control plane

functions in OMNeT++ discrete event simulator. The authors

make an effort to explore call/connection set-up times, con-

nection release times in a single domain of ASON/GMPLS

architecture.

Keywords—ASON, call control, call time, connection control,

connection time, GMPLS, simulation model.

1. Introduction

Continuous information growth concerned with sophisti-

cated applications generates the necessity of new telecom-

munication network architecture proposition based on op-

tical solutions. The ITU-T Automatically Switched Opti-

cal Network (ASON) [1] concept with Generalized Multi-

Protocol Label Switching (GMPLS) [2], [3] protocols has

a chance to fulfill information society requirements. This

solution is named as ASON/GMPLS.

The ASON/GMPLS control plane is composed of different

components that provide specific functions (including rout-

ing and signaling). The main purpose of ASON/GMPLS

control plane is to facilitate fast and efficient configura-

tion of connections within a transport layer network to

support both switched and soft permanent connections us-

ing GMPLS protocols like RSVP-TE [4], [5] for signal-

ing and OSPF-TE for routing [6], [7]. The basic assump-

tion of ASON control plane is a separation of call control

from connection control. This separation makes it possible

to control plane to be completely separate from transport

plane.

The ASON architecture itself is only a concept. The ad-

vantages of this architecture are presented in [8]. The

reference ASON control plane architecture describes the

functional components including abstract interfaces and

primitives. The recommendation presents interactions be-

tween call controller components, interactions among com-

ponents during connection set-up and interactions among

components during connection release. It also defines

a functional component that transforms the abstract com-

ponent interface into protocols. For a time being the stan-

dardization does not specify all protocols details needed

to implementation.

Using GMPLS protocols or even mechanism of protocols

gives the opportunity to ASON/GMPLS realization. Prac-

tical realizations are made only for simple network archi-

tecture [9]. For complex research simulations models are

needed.

The aim of the paper is to present a series of simula-

tion results to show the performance of ASON/GMPLS

control plane functions to support switched connections

and discuss the problem of call/connection set-up time and

connection release time in a single domain. The work on

simulation model has been preceded by practical realiza-

tions of ASON/GMPLS architecture in a laboratory testbed

presented in [9], [10]. Performed tests validated correct-

ness of all network elements operations including com-

munication procedures and request processing. The same

communication procedures are implemented in the simula-

tion model with respect to ASON/GMPLS standardization

and the latest trends in ITU-T NGN architecture [11]. The

paper is organized as follows. General information about

ASON/GMPLS architecture and basic control functions

scenarios are depicted in Section 2. The ASON/GMPLS

simulation model is presented in Section 3. Section 4 is

devoted to presentation of performance tests results in-

cluding call and connections times and loss probabili-

ties. Conclusions and outlook to future are presented in

Section 5.

2. Basic Control Plane Scenarios

2.1. ASON/GMPLS Control Plane Concept

This section is devoted to description of ASON recom-

mendation and GMPLS protocols mechanisms proposed in

ASON/GMPLS.

The idea of call and connection control is presented in [1].

The ASON recommendation separates the treatment of call

and connection control. The call is a representation of the

service offered to the user of a network, while connections

are one of the means by which networks deliver required

services. The ASON/GMPLS control plane is equipped

with call and connection components.

The components concerned with call service are Call-

ing/Called Party Controller (CCC) and Network Call Con-

troller (NCC). The main roles of the CCC are call gener-
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ation of call requests, acceptance or rejection of incoming

call requests, generation of call termination requests. The

CCC component is associated with the end of the call. The

NCC component supports for calling and called party con-

trollers and additionally supports calls at domain bound-

aries. Apart from call components ASON/GMPLS control

plane is equipped with components involved in connection

control like: Routing Controller (RC), Protocol Controller

(PC), Connection Controller (CC), Link Resource Manager

(LRM), Termination and Adaptation Performer (TAP). As

recommended in [1] the Connection Controller is respon-

sible for coordination among the Link Resource Manager,

the Routing Controller and other Connection Controllers

for the purpose of set-up, release and modification of con-

nection. The Routing Controller provides routing functions

using GMPLS routing protocol. The Link Resource Man-

ager maintains the network topology. The role of the Proto-

col Controller is to map the operation of the components in

the control plane into messages that are carried by GMPLS

communication protocol between interfaces in the control

plane. The Termination and Adaptation Performer holds

the identifiers of resources that can be managed using the

control plane interfaces. The group of components involved

in connection control is considered in further sections as

Control Element (CE).

Assumed that ASON/GMPLS control plane is equipped

with two CCC (CCC 1 and CCC 2), NCC, three CE (CE 1,

CE 2, CE 3) and transport plane is represented by three

optical cross-connects (OXC 1, OXC 2 and OXC 3) the

ASON/GMPLS architecture is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The ASON/GMPLS network architecture.

The CE i element is a representation of control elements

for OXC i (i = 1, 2, 3). The set-up and release scenario

is performed by control plane components including call

components and connection components.

2.2. Call/connection Set-up Scenario

In this section the authors want to present typical call/con-

nections set-up scenario based on [4]. The same scenario

is implemented in the simulation model. The scenario is

graphical presented with definition of times necessary to

calculate call set-up time, connection set-up time. The ba-

sic set-up scenario is presented in Fig. 2. The call set-up

requests are sent by CCC 1. The Calling Party Controller

CCC 1 sends a call request to NCC. The NCC component

sends call indication to the Called Party Controller CCC 2.

The CCC 2 component after call confirmation initiates con-

nection set-up process sending connection request to CE 1.

Then communication between CE elements is performed by

RSVP-TE signaling messages sending Path and Resv mes-

sages according to [4] until it reaches destination CE 3.

After successful connection set-up in the transport plane

CE 1 informs NCC sending connection confirmed. Finally

NCC sends call confirmed to the Calling Party Call Con-

troller.

Fig. 2. The set-up scenario for ASON/GMPLS architecture.

Taking into consideration the call/connection set-up sce-

nario presented in Fig. 2 value of call set-up time is

defined as time from sending call request (t1) up to

call confirmed (t4) while connection set-up time is defined

as time from sending connection request (t2) to connec-

tion confirmed (t3).

2.3. Connection Release Sceanrio

The basic release scenario is performed as depicted in

Fig. 3. The value of call connection release time is de-

fined as time from sending call release (t5) up to re-

lease confirmed (t8) while connection release time is de-

fined as time from sending connection release (t6) to con-

nection release confirmed (t7).

In the case of connection release ITU-T standardization

group distinguishes release scenarios initiated by differ-

ent call controllers [4]. The release request could be initi-

ated by call controllers, e.g., Calling Party Call Controller,

Called Party Call Controller, or any one of Network Call

Controllers. The illustrations of various release requests

are presented in [4]. In the release scenario presented in

Fig. 3 the release request is initiated by Calling Party

Controller CCC 1 by sending call release. According to

release scenarios in [4] the Path release message repre-
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Fig. 3. The release scenario for ASON/GMPLS.

sents Path message. The Resv release messages represents

PathErr with Path State Removed flag.

3. Simulation Model

The ASON/GMPLS simulation model is created in OM-

NeT++ environment [12]. It consists six main functional

blocks:

– control plane,

– transport plane,

– call generation,

– topology and resource information,

– initial configuration,

– measurements.

The control plane block consists of functional elements

like: the Connection Controller (CC), the Routing Con-

troller (RC), the Link Resource Manager (LRM), the Call-

ing/Called Party Controller (CCC), the Network Call Con-

Fig. 4. The structure of simulated network Poland.

troller (NCC). The transport plane block emulates Op-

tical Cross-Connects (OXCs) operations. For each OXC

blocking probability is assumed. Signaling is performed

on separate wavelength. Resource allocation takes into

consideration Routing and Wavelength Assignment prob-

lem (RWA) [13]. Routing functions are implemented in ac-

cordance with [1], [6].

Fig. 5. The structure of node Bialystok.

Control plane functions in the simulation model are divided

into call control functions and connection control func-

tions. Call control functions concerned with call processing

and connection control functions are responsible for set-up

and release connections in transport plane. The call control

plane is not aware of transport plane topology. The struc-

ture of the control plane model is presented in Fig. 4. The

structure of node consists of control plane elements and

OXC is presented in Fig. 5. In the simulation model the

physical link is simulated by the single module which has

a queue and a link as a representation of propagation delay.

The model of ASON control plane functions is based on

the following assumptions:

– call control functions are represented by ele-

ments: two Calling/Called Party Controllers (CCC 1,

CCC 2), Network Call Controller (NCC), ids,

– connection control function are performed by Control

Elements (CE),

– the Control Element consists of the Connection

Controller (CC), the Routing Controller (RC), the

Link Resource Manager (LRM), the Termination and

Adaptation Performer (TAP) (see Fig. 5),

– the number of the CE is equal to the number of nodes,

– mapping of the CE to transport plane (represented as

emulated OXC) is one-to-one.

The transport plane has separate resources for high and

low priority requests (20% recourses are for high priority

requests).

As is depicted in Fig. 4 generation block is represented

by components: generator high 1, generator low 1, gen-

erator high 2 and generator low 2. The generator high 1

and generator low 1 generate requests with high and low
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priority respectively with defined distribution and send to-

wards CCC 1, while generator high 2 and generator low 2

send high and low priority requests towards CCC 2.

CCC 1 and CCC 2 send received requests to ids, which

assigns unique call identifier (Call ID) to generated call re-

quests. Afterwards Call ID is located in the call request and

send to NCC. The process of call processing is presented

in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. The call control in ASON/GMPLS control plane.

The topology and resource information block is in charge

of storage control plane topology, transport plane topology,

domain allocation (links, distance between nodes). All pa-

rameters including network topology are configurable dur-

ing initial configuration. To make realistic network condi-

tions the topology is based on [14].

Due to initial configuration block we are able to set initial

values for:

– call generator (distributions of call requests for

low/high priority, distribution of connection release

for low/high priority),

– traffic matrix (coefficient matrix),

– measurement and run the simulation (i.e., simulation

time limit, warm-up period, event log module record-

ing, seed, call time distribution),

– control plane (assignment sources addresses to nodes,

assignment unique id number to each node),

– transport plane (blocking probability of OXC).

The measurements are performed in NCC component and

ids. The ids is responsible for call set-up measurement,

call release measurement. The NCC component is re-

sponsible for call release measurement, connection re-

lease measurement. Necessary times depicted in Fig. 2 and

Fig. 3 (t1–t8) to calculate call/connection set-up/release

times are stored in .vec files. The simulation execution

consists of warm-up period and n measurements peri-

ods. Comprehensive statistical analysis is performed offline

based on .vec files.

Taking into consideration the presented model and

call/connection set-up and release scenarios presented in

Section 2, the simulation model makes it possible to

evaluate connection loss probability. The connection loss

probability could be caused by lack of optical resources or

blocking probability of OXC.

4. Control Plane Performance Results

and Discussion

The performance evaluation of control plane functions

in ASON/GMPLS is presented by performance results.

The simulation scenario includes call and connection set-

up times and connection release times which were esti-

mated using t-Student distribution with confidence level

equal 0.95. The confidence intervals are low and they aren’t

marked. The simulation was executed for a single domain

Poland network using following assumptions:

– total simulation time: 3600 s,

– warm-up period: 200 s,

– 15 measurements intervals,

– exponential distribution of call request,

– exponential distribution of connection release re-

quests,

– 20% of all generated requests are high priority,

– mean connection duration time (ConnD): 15 minutes,

30 minutes,

– blocking probability of OXC: 0.001,

– signaling link capacity 10 Mbit/s,

– wavelength capacity: 1 Gbit/s

– capacity of single connection requests: 5 Mbit/s,

10 Mbit/s, 15 Mbit/s,

– the number of wavelengths per fiber: 40.

In the simulation Poland topology was assumed with short-

est path algorithm (Dijkstra) for routing. The section pre-

sents exemplary results based on OMNeT++ simulations.

4.1. Call/connection Set-up Results

Results presented in Figs. 7–8 (for connection duration

30 minutes) indicate that mean values of call set-up time

and connection set-up time significantly depend on re-

quest intensity assumed as the sum of call/connection set-

up requests and connection release requests. Mean values

of call/connection set-up time are presented for: all gen-

erated call/connection set-up requests, call/connection set-

up requests successful ended and for call/connection set-up

requests unsuccessful ended. Unsuccessful connection set-

up request results from lack of free resources in emulated

transport plane or blocking probability of OXC.

All call set-up times and connection set-up times have ten-

dency to low in the range from 300 requests per second

to 9700 request per second with raid growth of connec-

tion loss probability. For intensities smaller than 700 re-
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Fig. 7. Mean call set-up time.

Fig. 8. Mean connection set-up time.

Fig. 9. Connection loss probability.

quests per second loss probability for high priority requests

is smaller than 0.04. Detailed analysis of the OMNeT++

event log verified that for intensity greater than 1000 re-

quests per second successful connections were established

to the nearest nodes. This effects smaller call/connection

set-up time. For intensity greater than 9700 requests per

second the bandwidth of signaling link was too small to

service call traffic. The greater intensity is, the longer

the waiting times for RSVP massages send between con-

trol plane components. Additionally, results presented in

Fig. 9 indicate that the connection loss probability for in-

tensity 1098 requests per second is equal 0.15 for high

priority connection requests and 0.5 for low priority con-

nection requests. For high priority connection requests and

intensities 290, 392, 700 requests per second loss proba-

bilities equal 0.04, 0.1 and 0.3 respectively. For low prior-

ity connection request loss probabilities 0.04, 0.1, 0.3 are

for intensities 714, 1000, 1690 requests per second respec-

tively. Figure 10 presents loss probabilities for connection

Fig. 10. Connection loss probability.

duration time (ConnD) equals 15 minutes and connection

duration time (ConnD) equals 30 minutes. The call set-up

time and connection set-up time decrease is caused by re-

ducing amount of connections on long distance and high

loss probability equal more than 0.3. Additionally, the

path computation algorithm takes into consideration dis-

tance and RWA requirements. Due to this for greater in-

tensity more often shortest connections are established. In

the simulation Poland topology was assumed. Taking into

consideration topology and routing assumption we noticed

that the majority of connections for intensities greater than

700 requests was established on shorter distance. There are

more shorter connections than farther connection in Poland

topology which consists of 12 nodes. The greater intensity

is, the greater the number of connections to near nodes is.

Figures 11–13 present number of established connections

in Poland from node 0 (Gdansk) for intensity equals 65

requests per second, 714 requests per second and 9671 re-

quests per second respectively. Figures 14–16 present

number of established connections in Poland from node 3

(Katowice) for intensity equals 65 requests per second,

714 requests per second and 9671 requests per second re-

spectively.

The greater intensity is, the greater shortage of free re-

sources probability is. The number of established con-

nection changes for different length of connections. The

majority of connections are established with the length of

connections equals two nodes.

The number of established connections from Gdansk in

the length of nodes for intensity equals 65 requests per

second, 714 requests per second and 9671 requests per sec-

ond respectively present Figs. 17–19. The number of estab-

lished connections from Katowice in the length of nodes for
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Fig. 11. The number of connections from Gdansk node for

intensity 65 requests per second.

Fig. 12. The number of connections from Gdansk node for

intensity 714 requests per second.

Fig. 13. The number of connections from Gdansk node for

intensity 9671 requests per second.

Fig. 14. The number of connections from Katowice node for

intensity 65 requests per second.

Fig. 15. The number of connections from Katowice node for

intensity 714 requests per second.

Fig. 16. The number of connections from Katowice node for

intensity 9671 requests per second.
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Fig. 17. The number of established connections in length of

connection from Gdansk for intensity 65 requests per second.

Fig. 18. The number of established connections in length of

connection from Gdansk for intensity 714 requests per second

requests per second.

Fig. 19. The number of established connections in length of

connection from Gdansk for intensity 9671 requests per second

requests per second.

Fig. 20. The number of established connections in length of con-

nection from Katowice node for intensity 64 requests per second.

Fig. 21. The number of established connections in length of

connection from Katowice node for intensity 714 requests per

second.

Fig. 22. The number of established connections in length of

connection from Katowice node for intensity 9671 requests per

second.
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intensity equals 65 requests per second, 714 requests per

second and 9671 requests per second respectively present

Figs. 20–22. In all figures first node is a source node.

As depicted in Figs. 17–22 the greater intensity requests

the number of established connections in the length of

three, four and five nodes decrease in comparison with

connections established in the length of connection equals

two nodes.

4.2. Connection Release Results

Connection release time results are presented in Fig. 23

and Fig. 24. Call connection release time includes time

of connection release and call release in call control of

control plane. The connection release time depends on

request intensity. Similar to mean values of call/connection

set-up time, mean values of connection release time have

tendency to low. Results presented in Fig. 23 indicate that

connection release time is smaller than connection set-up

time. It is associated with realizing connection scenario.

The authors assumed that the control elements only sends

resource release requests and do not wait for confirmation

from emulated optical resources.

Fig. 23. Mean call connection release time.

Fig. 24. Mean connection release time.

Presented in Fig. 24 results of mean connection release

times indicate in the range from 300 requests per second to

7500 requests per second to decrease. In Fig. 23 for inten-

sity greater than 7500 requests per second time of call ser-

vice increases. The log analysis shows that assumed value

of signaling link capacity in call control is too small and

leads to rapid grow of call connection release time.

5. Conclusions

In the paper a simulation model of ASON/GMPLS domain

architecture is presented. The model was implemented in

OMNeT++ simulator, which was proved to be efficient to

ASON/GMPLS application. The model allows to deter-

mine mean values of call/connection set-up time, connec-

tion release time. The results of performance evaluation

of ASON/GMPLS architecture are demonstrated. Call and

connections times are presented. According to simulation

results, implementing ASON/GMPLS architecture leads to

achieving a very high availability real time applications in

Next Generation Network.

The simulation results show that the loss probability signif-

icantly increases for low priority connection requests while

call/connection set-up time is shorter about 2 ms than for

high priority call/connection requests. Moreover, presented

results indicate the importance of routing function imple-

mentation and RWA type resource allocation mechanism.

Verification by detailed analysis shows that the most chosen

path was the shortest. Due to this call/connection set-up

time decreases.

The model allows to simulate the impact of various net-

work topology on processing time. Using the model many

set of input variables presented in Section 3 can be changed.

The model is a modular design based on compound mod-

ules and can be easily expanded. Due to space limitation,

only call/connection time results for structure of Poland

are presented. The structure was investigated as a single

domain. The authors are in agreement that further efforts

should be made into researching the relationship between

time consuming concerned with multi-domain topology and

call/connection set-up time and connection release time.
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